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Principles of selves: The rhetoric of introductory textbooks in American psychology

Jill G. Morawski

All modern sciences employ textbooks as a pedagogical resource; yet despite the ubiquity of this literary genre, science textbooks hold an ambiguous status. While scientists themselves often denigrate textbooks as containing secondhand or false knowledge,1 these texts nevertheless are taken to represent knowledge that is at once essential to acquire and superior to ordinary accounts of reality. Given scientists' equivocations regarding textbooks, it is not surprising that historians of science have yet to find a place for textbooks in their reconstructions of scientific activities.

This chapter attempts to situate introductory textbooks within the scientific practices of psychology. In particular, the chapter explores some of the ways in which textbooks have played a part in psychology's ongoing mission to propose and defend a particular construction of social reality—a version of social reality that has enabled or maintained certain cultural practices beyond what are taken as the boundaries of scientific psychology.

Put another way, this investigation of one scientific entity, textbooks, proceeds from a conception of science as an organized set of technical practices that engage political, economic, and social conditions, and which transform ordinary understandings of those conditions.2 Within this conception, textbooks become all the more interesting because they are created as communications between those members who participate in science and those who do not; textbooks, then, become central resources for transforming everyday, nonscientific versions of the world.

Textbooks, along with other psychological writings, are crucial to the disciplinary project of defining and inscribing subjectivity. I will venture to

---

1 This research project was initiated while I was a faculty fellow at the Center for Humanities at Wesleyan University, during which time I benefited from conversations with other fellows, especially with Richard Ohmann. I am indebted to Sarah Alverd, Barry Beyer, Lady Benjamin Jr., and Virginia Johnson, who contributed generously to all facets of the project, and to Robert Steele, who has been ever willing to explore the markeness of subjectivity with me. Portions of this analysis are reported in, "There Is More to Our History of Giving: The Place of Introductory Textbooks in American Psychology," American Psychologist, 1992, 47, 161–196.
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suggest that textbooks' low status has masked their special burdens: Not only have textbooks shrouded inconsistencies and contradictions of this disciplinary project in order to portray psychology as unified and coherent, but they also required a complex dialogue between different subjectivities construed in the texts. In advocating a world that takes subjectivity as an object with characteristics not unlike the "natural" objects of other sciences, and simultaneously claiming superior knowledge of subjectivity, textbook writers had to address and engage the very subjects whose own subjective experiences were to be radically reinterpreted by the science. Textbook authors, then, faced the apparent paradox of denying certain subjectivities while attempting to enact those very subjectivities in the project of a scientific psychology.

To illustrate these multiple functions of textbooks, I analyze three features of that scientific literary genre. After establishing their growing presence as a cultural commodity in a social world where individuals were turning to a new scientific expertise for guidance and enlightenment, I show how textbooks changed to engage this new audience and their problems of mentation. This analysis makes apparent the emergence of a new discursive format, one that positions readers as ignorant but ultimately capable of a scientific gaze on mental life. Second, I examine how several specific discursive strategies are used to position readers, authors, and others, especially those serving to smooth textual and actual contradictions regarding these subjectivities. I then turn to a selective analysis of illustrations in textbooks of the same period to uncover some of the ways in which subjectivity is construed as biological, mechanical, and internal. The rhetorical positioning of reader and author subjectivities is necessary but not sufficient for persuading readers that the texts present an authentic science of subjective experience. It also is necessary to describe subjectivity as a phenomenon amenable to objective scientific scrutiny, to point to its real existence as something which can be observed, inscribed, measured, and compared.

The "new" psychology textbooks: Embodiment of aspiration

In both a symbolic and a practical sense, disciplinary textbooks represent the state of knowledge at the end of the nineteenth century; they embody industrial innovations (printing and distribution), the democratization of educational institutions, and the segmentation and regularization of formal knowledge. The textbook publishing industry taking form during this period symbolized these cultural changes and aspirations. Thus is Edwin Ginn, the founder of a major textbooks publishing house, described in the company's history: "In his vision he saw millions of children trooping to the elementary schools throughout the land and tens of thousands of earnest students who would be enrolled in the high schools and in the state and private colleges,
Cultural commodities are social relations between people and, hence, need to be understood in terms of the sociohistorical dynamics of these relations.1 For the study of books, then, it is necessary not only to examine discursive styles and the economic relations of publishing and educational settings,2 but also the extended web of social arrangements that mediate the structure and contents of the literary products.3 Analyses of “written” cultural forms must move between social and economic structures and attend to the social relations constituting those structures and cultural products.

The language and methods of such reading are far from self-evident or agreed upon. Nevertheless, this kind of reading needs to be undertaken with introductory psychology textbooks and, I hope to show, reveals both psychology’s enmeshment in a broader cultural project and the importance of textbooks to that project. The social arrangements of readers and authors in these textbooks provide a starting point for tracing the relations between discursive styles and cultural conditions.

Subjects/readers in transition

In 1870, 52,000 students were enrolled in institutions of higher education, and by 1900 enrollment had increased over fourfold to 238,000. (Although most college students were white and male, by 1900 40% of the undergraduate population was female.) There were 563 institutions of higher education in 1870, and 977 in 1900. The faculty increased nearly fourfold during that period, from 5,553 in 1870 to 23,868 in 1900. Prior to 1870 graduate training was virtually nonexistent, and in that year only one doctorate was granted in the nation.4 By 1904 psychology alone had produced over 100 Ph.D.s and ranked fourth among the sciences in number of degrees conferred.5 It is more difficult to determine the number of undergraduates who studied psychology. Until the wide-scale adoption of the elective system in the 1890s, students generally were required to take courses in moral philosophy, which usually included a course or coursework in psychology or mental science. By 1904 at least 623 institutions had three or more psychology courses and eight large universities required a psychology course for the B.A.6 Judging by the increased number of textbooks, professors of psychology, and psychology courses, the number of students who studied psychology during their undergraduate career was substantial.

The student who entered higher education in the last three decades of the nineteenth century lived within a “buzz” of social and economic activity: rapid industrialization, technological innovations (especially in transportation and communication), immigration, urbanization, mass education, and the demise of religious influence. Economic conditions were in an unsteady state, with several depressions and recoveries, while business organizations virtually transformed themselves into hierarchical and inclusive corporate structures. All of these changes implied shifts and proliferation of social relations: between workers and production, between producers and consumers, between ethnic and social classes, between members of families, and between co-workers.7

Participants in this culture were situated in a field of tensions and, consequently, the assimilation of culture produced notable anxieties. One set of tensions emerged when the possibilities for vertical mobility, for becoming, in G. Stanley Hall’s words, “authorities” (leaders) and not merely “echos” (workers) coincided with the formation, in all institutions, of corporate hierarchies or broad pyramids where only a few were to reach the peak. Most middle-class individuals would be embodied as what Hall called “corporate members.”8 On another level, the emphasis on ambition, dedication, and self-control — or plain hard work — existed alongside sanctions for leisure, sport, and permissive consumption of new mass-market products. In colleges, study was not supposed to interfere with good times; collective entertainment, whether it be football or fraternities, occupied a significant portion of students’ time. Popular literature contributed with accounts of frolic and adventure, and magazines filled the reader with ideas about new products and purchases, not to mention new identities.9 Finally, the middle-class culture of professionalism privileged firsthand experiences of reality in both work and play. In this spirit, Hall invited readers of Forum to partake in the novel experiences of the laboratory, and William James marveled at the “buzz” of experience.10 However, experience and reality alike were becoming increasingly difficult to locate. The other side of the buzz — and expansion of experiences — was its dynamic complexity, multiplicity, and obscurity. The growing trust in the veracity of scientific knowledge, the faith axiomatic to professionalism, promised ultimate access to reality, yet at the same time the proliferation of new expert knowledges suggested the existence of multiple realities, if not actuality. Social science especially challenged the position of reality in its repeated assaults on common sense, proclamations about the subjectivity of ordinary experience, and the insistence on the improbability of autonomous action. As Richard Hofstadter reported, 1890s progressives saw reality as hidden and psychic events as “a kind of pale reflex.”11

Middle-class culture of the late nineteenth century, especially for youth, consisted of anxieties as well as ambition, self-doubt as well as self-control and knowledge, and fragmentation as well as order. If the 1890s are seen only in terms of the professionalization of the sciences, vertical mobility, and progressive attitudes, then we can see how the new psychology served the citizens of this culture by way of offering a utilitarian and reformist as well as scientifically grounded profession. If however, we also acknowledge the ongoing transformations of individual identities and social relations along with the instabilities produced by those transformations, then psy-
chology can be considered as instrumental in the very process of "defining identities appropriate to a changed reality." Psychology was not simply the promise of a science of universal truths (concerning all mankind) or of norms for identifying the abnormal. Psychology did not simply reflect social experience by naturalizing and justifying its social codes. Psychology also was in a position to represent new possibilities, and to be constitutive of new identities and social alliances. The youthful readers of the new psychology textbooks, then, could seek in those volumes not only a potential career path but also a modern guide for experience, one that would locate "real" reality and enhance one's capacity to see and do.

The making of authors and readers

The authors and readers represented in introductory textbooks after 1887 do, indeed, provide a guide for experience and locating reality. They both result from the use of conventional rhetorical strategies, yet the old and new texts differ in their specific discursive aims. The authors of the "old" texts participated in an ageless conversation among men of wisdom. They positioned themselves as caretakers, reformers, and humble transmitters of knowledge which had been fathered through generations, from the Greeks onward. Although the authors of the early texts paid homage to doing "science," improving mental faculties, and aiding education, they gave an apologetic framing to their efforts. They recurrently indicated their personal standpoint and simultaneously supported and illustrated their claims with "experience." "Self" as author and as a set of experiences coalesced in these genealogies of truth. As Hamilton noted in his 1883 textbook, he wrote first for himself and then to furnish "a scientific book such as every American gentleman should have for reading and for reference." The audience imagined in the earlier text likewise was capable of and interested in self-betterment, and although its social and economic status goes unmentioned, its position usually can be inferred. However privileged, these readers are gentle and passively receptive to guidance. Generally, whenever questions are advanced to these gentle readers, the author hastens to provide the answers.

Taking a different purchase, the authors portrayed in the "new" textbooks announce their participation in the escalating action of the new science. In these texts there is a detectable alteration of authorial voice: The self is minimally present either through a strategy of omitting all personal experience and theoretical preferences, or by positioning the self among the many thinkers in psychology. When the self of the author does appear, it is used overtly to establish a "friendly" text, a camaraderie with readers; however, as we shall see later, these occasional self-revelations are important moments in defining subjectivity.

Principles of selves

Just as the identity – personal and intellectual – of the author appears to recede in the new textbooks, so the identity and psychology of the reader becomes more precisely marked. Readers are teachers or teachers in training, high school or normal school students, potential lawyers and business-

men, or "ordinary" readers. They are men of action, laboring to examine real life more fully and to master its complexity. To E. A. Kirkpatrick, the reader has no interest in the "thoroughly dried specimens" of the older mental science and its laws, which the student can not observe and verify. "Real knowledge and power" requires that the pupil "observe and analyze the actual processes of his own mind and those of others instead of taking what the author tells him about imaginary mental processes." The reader's ambition, whether to pursue careers in psychology or elsewhere, is aligned with the edict, "a man's reach should exceed his grasp." Even when direct references to readers are absent, these readers are beckoned to acquire the psychologist's standpoint, that is, to acquire the ability to know with certainty the "real" of life experiences. Sometimes this standpoint is offered as an immediate possibility in the form of experiments the reader can perform on his own. More often the standpoint is posed as the motive for reading, and the psychologist's clear vision is only pages away: "with a clean, well-trained eye and the mind's retinal field cleared of all floating specks, the student of Psychology must ever seek the truth, and the truth alone, if he would not be handicapped." From the psychologist's standpoint, "face-to-face experience of actual life is essential." Readers are given the possibility not simply of new psychological experiences but of understanding the "real nature" of those experiences. The trained student shares interests with the trained psychologist who desires to convert consciousness into an object of (indirect but verifiable) knowledge for himself. The author proceeds by assuring readers that "it is not arrogant to claim that the trained psychologist understands not only the child, the idiot, the madman, and the hypnotic subject, but also the artist, the scientist, the statesman, and the thinker, as psychical beings, far better than any of these classes understand each other, or even themselves." Not only are the mental faculties of scientific psychologists presented as the most veridical means of knowing others' realities, but these faculties are attainable by the reader, too, and are taken to be desired by the reader.

Although readers are sometimes invited by textbook authors to become psychologists, more frequently they are identified as members of a special social class of "educated men" who seek knowledge about reality. These men stand apart from the class of "lazy readers." Whether readers are described as potential psychologists or as knowledge holders, their identities have been textually "transplanted" to a desirable location. This move illustrates a long-standing rhetorical device: "If you want an unculivated man to change his views, transplant him." Not only are the readers'
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identity made real through these methodological practices differed from the subjectivity of readers described in texts. Psychology's success in undermining commonsense knowledge and in marketing an apparently unsavory model of subjectivity depended on the readers' dissociation from that subjectivity.

Subjectivities: One and the other

Just as the persuasiveness of introductory textbooks depended on particular conceptions of reader and author, so too it relied upon cultural imagery and beliefs. Authors drew upon a cache of cultural understandings, and in doing so were not just limited to ordinary conceptions of human nature, but also drew on conceptions supplied by other sciences. Their selections from these cultural ideas and ideals, however, were not arbitrary but were determined by the scientific model of subjectivity which they were propounding. Numerous historical studies have documented this subjectivity—a purportedly objective construal of subjective experience—as self-contained or highly individuated, self-monitoring, asocial, mechanistic, trait-bearing (manifesting certain distinct and measurable qualities), and dedicated to rational and logical functions yet ill-equipped for producing them. At first glance this needy if independent subjectivity contrasts with the ambitious, competent, and potentially masterful subjectivity attributed to textbook readers. The contradiction in subjectivities could be explained simply on rhetorical grounds: Some assurance or diversion was needed in order to persuade an audience that the new psychology, which slighted personal experience and offered an apparently inhuman model of humanity, nevertheless offered accurate knowledge. And to some extent this rhetorical strategy is apparent. The reader and author, as members of an elite community, were set apart from "others," especially in those texts where the reader is invited to partake in the psychologist's gaze (to be like, if not to be, an actual psychologist). Those who had not acquired appropriate skills were "poverty stricken," wrote Robert Yerkes in his 1911 textbook, and thus "Millions of human beings—unfortunate but all unconscious of what they are missing—go through life blind to the psychological world." By counterposing the reader and the mass of others (note the economic language of this juxtaposition), intertextual contradictions concerning subjectivity are eased. The easing of these textual contradictions depended not only on rhetorical contrivances but also on the presence of a master of subjectivity—a socially elevated observer of psychological reality. Perhaps the textual contradictions found between the subjectivity of the reader and "others" actually functioned positively in the larger social landscape, an economic world best served by subjectivities which were at once ambitious and submissive, desiring and self-regulating, managing and manageable.
sible social functions of these discordant subjectivities may have been, it remains that they are, first, sustained by the hypothetical presence of a superior subjectivity, a scientific observer, and, second, are given meaning through the evocation of common cultural images and forms. Two specific usages of cultural imagery and beliefs figure prominently in the early modern textbooks: the use of ordinary understandings and cultural stereotypes of self and other, and the deployment of characteristics of reality associated with more legitimate sciences. The first usage is illustrated by E. W. Scripture’s introductory textbook and the second by a sample of textbook descriptions and illustrations of reality that rely on a reality depicted in other sciences.

A textbook published in the late 1890s furnishes examples of what might be called “coordinated” or “mercurial” subjectivities. Scripture’s *The New Psychology* defends introspection while promulgating a “new” experimental psychology. Written by a psychologist at an elite institution, the work assumes an audience of socially advantaged students. In the introductory pages of the text, Scripture described the subjectivity of the new psychology in terms of the “vagaries of the human mind” and its untrustworthiness caused by the unavoidable operations of prejudices and unconscious alterations: “Our passions, our prejudices, and the dominant opinion of the day are abundant sources of dangerous illusion.” Scripture freely extended this conceptualization to himself, citing everyday examples of his untrustworthy self. However, this same precarious subjectivity makes possible its opposite, the masterful observer, initially through a faithful accounting of unfaithful mental processes and then through similar accountings of others’ mental acts.

Scripture’s trustworthy confession, and elaborate descriptions of psychological methods that follow, confirm both forms of subjectivity — the one and the other. Prefatory comments about “uncultivated observers” and their primitive mind-sets prepare the stage for an elaboration of characters. It will suffice here to describe two strategies through which this elaboration is accomplished. First, Scripture used the existing social structure to define the “other” subjectivity, that configuration of complex mental processes with limited cognitive powers of self-control, which constituted the object of modern psychology. This is the subjectivity of “uncultivated observers” who remember favorable events but forget unfavorable ones, who associate changes in the weather with changes in the moon, and who are duped by a “whole race of prophets and quacks.” These subjects, upon visiting Berlin, notice the shop windows in the Kaiser Galerie but remain “unconscious of the watchful policeman around the corner,” which is actually more characteristic of Berlin than the shops. In defining psychology’s object, then, Scripture relied on caricatures of the common “man”; this reliance occurs even in discussions of laboratory experiments. For example, his account of experimental work on “time of sensation,” or reaction time in visual identification, demands a prior and cultural understanding of the ordinary reader. In these descriptions, the “observer” (subject in the experiment) acts like the “uncultivated”: “He attempted to name the letter even when he had seen only part of it. Hereby he often named it correctly when he had seen only a little of it, and, on the other hand, he often thought he had recognized a letter clearly which was not present at all.” Scripture then recounted other experimental studies in which securing the observer’s correct recognition proved “a hopeless case.” He suggested several ways to make reading more accurate but parenthetically quoted another experimentalist’s conclusion that such innovations would undoubtedly shock public taste and create new confusions. In these samples, experimentation, or the reporting of it, captured and reenacted cultural forms of ignorance and cognitive shortcomings.

Scripture also enlisted common understandings of cultural difference to demonstrate differences in subjectivities. By assuming a Western male reader, Scripture could readily differentiate a masterful subjectivity from the “other” one. Thus, the positive influence of mental effort on vision was exemplified by comparing “intelligent Europeans” with Africans, and “intelligent mechanics” with “common labourers.” Using the same textual strategies, he illustrated the incremental effect of intellectual attention on physical power with culturally specific cases. The “lecturer actually becomes a stronger man as he steps on the platform” and the mother bear protects her young “when in a state of fear.” In these examples “intellectual excitement” is gendered; productive and reproductive activities are gender-specific. Consequently a hierarchical arrangement of subjectivities is further asserted. When several female subjects attained the highest scores in a mental test of finger tapping, their performances were discounted on the basis of their extraexperimental pastimes (playing baseball in one case and playing the violin in another). Again differentiation of subjectivities is declared by drawing on culturally established cognitive hierarchies. These hierarchies also are implicated in discussions of will, where a better mental condition, and more practice and training, are claimed to enhance volition. Thus effort, striving, and motivation are described, both explicitly and implicitly, as Western and male. Subjectivities are differentiated in these passages and the readers are persuaded not only because the differentiations are foregrounded with their cultural understandings but also because the readers’ subjectivities can, at almost any time in the text, be identified as being not a member of the class of “uncultivated observers.”

These textual practices enabled a smoothing of apparent contradictions between the motivated and knowing subjectivities attributed to readers, and the confused and inefficient subjectivities that constituted the object of psychological science. The two forms of subjectivities not only serve as
rhetorical device to engage and persuade readers — would-be consumers of modern psychology — but they functioned in relation to one another. The needy subjectivity of the ordinary actor enabled a believable construal of the masterful subjectivity of the expert observer. Further, the recurrent reliance on cultural markers, which repeatedly signaled difference and hierarchy among subjectivities, verified a world of dichotomous subjectivities while drawing an ambiguous and permeable line between them.42 This textual strategy of using cultural meaning to create an audience is similar to the textual tactics for constructing “virtual witnesses” in early scientific writing.43 While the readers often could locate themselves outside the class of subjectivities investigated by psychological science, they were not entirely or always free to make this dissociation.

The second example of cultural forms used as persuasive devices in textbooks concerns the ways in which reality is depicted. The ambitious readers, motivated by personal and professional aspirations, needed to be directed toward an accurate perception of reality. Considerable textual work was devoted to directing perception and, consequently, relocating reality (some of this work is common to scientific writing and ultimately is what sets it apart from nonscientific writings). Introductory texts after 1890 no longer directed the readers simply to the authors’ beliefs, or even to those opinions nested among other writers’ ideas.

Nothing was posed as so exciting, so promising, in the new psychology textbooks as reality. The real can get us beyond epiphenomena and illusion, and more than that: Reality promises to erode the confusions of fleeting, multiple, and sometimes contradictory experiences. Entering this “temple of reality,” as Ladd described it, is the ultimate objective of the new science and, hence, it is the subject of discursive work throughout the new psychology textbooks.44 Despite some philosophical differences among the books, reality or the real was accorded several common attributes. First, the real exists and its existence is confirmed, on the one hand, by the possibility of scientists’ objective gaze and, on the other hand, by examples of this gaze. Thus, in discussing “scientific imagination,” James Mark Baldwin attributed to certain men a great “emotional soberness” and an ability to “see deeply,” which enables them to have “direct reference to our knowledge of the world and things.”45 The examples of this access to reality are found throughout the books, but none are so convincing as illustrations. Here the unseen reality is made visible: The invisible organs are sketched, lines of energy are drawn, levels of consciousness are mapped, and magnitude and duration of memories are charted. In addition, these textbooks contain a healthy number of illustrations that initially obscure any obvious reality and then enable the author to explain the real nature of that veiled reality.

The second alleged attribute of psychological reality is that it was at once
eral contain no illustrations and none exceeds 17. Of the analyzed texts published between 1888 and 1907, only two books (and these were brief "primers") had no visual representations; the remaining texts averaged 32 illustrations per book. Several qualities of these representations exemplify their strategic function in redirecting perception. The first quality has just been mentioned: Illustrations constituted a move from believing to seeing. That is, they offered another cognitive resource for persuading the reader to perceive in a particular fashion. Second, the graphics were overwhelmingly items "borrowed" from other sciences, notably biology; hence, additional cognitive authority was marshaled to persuade the reader. Third, the images are partial: They restrict observation to parts of bodies or systems. These decontextualized and defamiliarized images—detached from ordinary experiences and perception—increase the reader's reliance on the author's interpretation.

Visual representations certainly were not the only strategy for directing the reader's perceptions, for persuading them that psychology offered a superior access to reality and a means to experience the real rather than the epiphenomenal. However, along with textual depictions of reality, these visual aids are revealing of how perception was redirected and readers were persuaded.

Conclusion

Scientific textbooks, although generally considered "secondhand knowledge" by scientists and historians alike, actually represent genuine scientific activity. At the turn of the century most scientists spent considerable time teaching, and their instructional practices, like their laboratory activities, reflect the cultural nature of their larger project. As science of the nineteenth century was moved from the public domain to the private territory of universities, boundaries were established to delineate what was taken as knowledge and who were the masters or generators of that knowledge. As Sally Kohlstedt has argued, education was instrumental in the emergence of a "cultural outlook in which the study of science gained a fundamental place." If read from this vantage, and without the assumptions typically made about scientific education, psychology textbooks become historical resources for exploring that cultural outlook.

Given its subject matter, psychology was immediately implicated in cultural understandings and visions. Teaching and textbooks illustrate the dynamic interplay whereby psychology was at once produced through particular cultural projects and productive of those projects. The enterprise of forging a scientific definition of subjectivity contained a set of expectations that could not be realized through laboratory procedures alone: That definition had to correspond, at some level, with emerging subjectivities in the modern world. The scientific project of defining and scrutinizing subjectivity was constituted by certain conceptualizations of subjectivity, albeit conceptualizations that were ambiguous and far from agreed upon. Psychology textbooks reveal the complicated search for a universal subjectivity and, at least during the early years of modern psychology, they show how psychologists imagined a subjectivity that was sometimes local, mutable, and multiple.

Notes and references


4 Some of these texts are reviewed in Jay W. Fay, American Psychology before William James, New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1939.

5 These numbers have been derived from my own bibliographic search of first edition, introductory psychology textbooks published in the United States. The numbers undoubtedly will be adjusted as additional texts are located and as texts are found not to meet one of the criteria for inclusion.
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20 Later in this essay I note that in the new texts a certain passivity of the reader was presumed. This later account of passivity refers not simply to the social roles of teachers and students or to the gentleness of readers, but also to an assumed cognitive incompetence on the part of readers.


31 Historians and sociologists of education have reported that textbooks influenced practice and participants: Textbooks promoted simplified and flattened accounts, contributing to students’ disinterest and to the deskilling of teachers, among other things (see note 8). William James remarked on such effects of textbooks in his introduction to Thorndike’s 1905 text: James wrote “Can it be, I thought, that the author’s long connection with the Teachers’ College is making him a high-priest of the American ‘textbook’ Meideck, in whose belly living children’s minds are turned to ashes, and whose ritual lies in text-books in which the science is pre-digested for the teacher by every expository article and for the pupil comminuted it to so small print and large type, and paragraph headings, and cross-references and examination questions, and every type-to-tease device for frustrating the natural movement of the mind when reading, and preserving that irresponsible rumination of the material in one’s own way which is the soul of culture.” In Thorndike, Elements of Psychology, p. vi.

Part III

Early antecedents